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Abstract
In high reliable industries, where critical information is often given in real time,
Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs) may support workers. Especially if mobility is
needed, like in maintenance or some fields of medicine, HMDs can display this
critical information directly within the field of view. However, in a study presented
on last year´s conference of HFES-Europe we showed that participants react less
accurate to a monitoring task presented on an HMD compared to a Tablet-PC,
although the information was displayed always within their sight. These results
might be based partially on performance decrements caused by the additional strain
from handling the uncomfortable and heavy industrial HMD. In a new study we
replicated the experiment with the new, lighter and more comfortable consumer
HMD Google Glass to investigate the influence of hardware on performance and
strain. Results show some significant improvements in HMD technology regarding
reported comfort: some visual fatigue items were rated lower and less headache and
neck pain were caused by the HMD. But the performance in an assembling task and
parallel monitoring task still is worse on HMD compared to Tablet-PC. This
implicates that displaying critical information on an HMD might not help to draw
the user’s attention.
Introduction
Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs) have become more affordable and comfortable
during the last years and are now on the cusp of mass-market. Beneath applications
in the consumer world HMDs may also support workers: work relevant information
can be shown within the field of view while both hands are still free for a manual
task. Possible applications can be found for instance in maintenance, assembling,
logistics, some fields of medicine (e. g. anaesthesia, where the patient and some
relevant data have to be monitored at the same time) or in police and rescue teams.
Whenever information is needed during a work process and mobility and hands free
are also an axiomatic features HMDs can be a solution to support workers. But there
are still many questions remaining if it comes to prolonged work with HMDs and
therefore the German Federal Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(Bundesanstalt für Arbeitsschutz und Arbeitsmedizin, BAuA) started a research
project focussing on different aspects of work assistance by HMDs.
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Project
The project, where both of the studies mentioned in this paper took place, is titled
“head mounted displays – conditions of safe and strain-optimised use” and has
different work packages with diverse goals. One work package focusses on task
analysis and the question in which situations an HMD might be appropriate (Grauel,
Adolph, & Kluge, 2014). Here one main result states that the interdependency
between individual worker, technology and task is crucial and therefore common
statements are hard to give. Another work package focusses on the physical strain
during prolonged work with an HMD (Theis, Alexander, Mertens, Wille, & Schlick,
2014; Theis, Alexander, Mayer, & Wille, 2013): in a 3.5 hour session subjects were
deconstructing and constructing a real car engine while information was shown on an
HMD (Liteye 750 A) or on a wall mounted monitor. Main results showed by
comparing pre - and post - tests no influence on the visual system (visual acuity,
peripheral field of view, eye blink - rate and - duration measured by EOG). Within
muscle activity of neck and shoulder – measured by EMG during the whole session –
only the left M. Splenius capitis showed a higher increase over time with HMD and in
a video analysis less head movements while working with HMD was proven. In
questionnaires about visual fatigue a higher increase over time for HMDs in values
like “heavy eyes”, “neck pain” or “headache” was found. Although there is some
higher strain in muscle activity there is no physical no-go-factor for using HMDs
during prolonged work. But results also show 10-18% higher work execution times
with the HMD compared to the wall mounted monitor. In another work package the
two studies reported here were conducted with focus on mental strain and
performance. Subjects had to fulfil a graphical assembling task and parallel react to a
monitoring task. Main results showed higher subjective strain ratings with HMD
compared to a Tablet-PC and also higher work execution times. However, it is worth
mentioning that after a phase of habituation objective strain parameters (heart rate and
heart rate variability) showed no differences between display types (these results are
not published yet). An overview on the project is also given in Wille et al., (2014). In
the end of the project implications for occupational safety and health while working
with HMDs will be carved out and also hints for the risk assessment of work places
using HMDs will be given. More information about the project and a complete list
of publications can be found here: http://www.baua.de/en/Research/ResearchProject/f2288.html [January 2015].
Scope of this paper
In this paper we would like to compare two studies that used the same task but
different kind of HMDs. As technology evolves rapidly it is important to investigate
how much of the effects are based on the technology itself (the fact of having a
monocular near to eye display) or rather on the current available hardware
implementation. Hardware bought at the beginning of a research project can be
already antiquated when results are published. In case of HMD it is possible that
some amount of the strain is more based on e. g. heavy head carriers than on
working with an HMD in common. A comparison of both studies will show.
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Method
In this section an overview of the method of both studies that are compared here is
given. For further details please refer to the former publications (industrial HMD
study: Wille, Grauel, & Adolph, 2013; consumer HMD study: Wille, Scholl,
Wischniewski, & Van Laerhoven, 2014).
Experimental Design
Although both studies use the same tasks (as described below), collect parameters at
same timestamps and to some amount also use the same participants, there are some
differences in the design that should be mentioned in the beginning for better
understanding (Figure 19):
The industrial HMD study (which was the first study) used a within subject design:
each subject came three times and worked for 4 hours each. Two times they worked
with the MAVUS-HMD (second HMD trial was done for investigating habituation
to the technology) and one time with a Tablet-PC (comparison with second HMD
trial to investigate influence of display technology after an eventual habituation to
the HMD).
In the consumer HMD study a between subject design was used. So there was only
one session and half of the subjects worked with Google Glass while the others
worked with a Tablet-PC. Furthermore, this replication study was much shorter
(only 30 minutes) and embedded in a series of studies conducted together with the
chair of embedded sensing systems (EES) of the University Darmstadt. Participants
worked about 1 ½ hour in other studies and on other tasks before this replication was
done in the end of the about 2 hours long study series. A complete replication where
participants work for 4 hours again was due to organisational aspects not possible.

Figure 19. Experimental design of both studies. For details see text.
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Participants
41 participants took place in the industrial HMD study. They were aged between 1867 (M = 36.68; SD = 15.285; 20 male and 21 female). None of the subjects had
worked previously with an HMD.
In the consumer HMD study 36 subjects participated aged from 19-63 (M = 37.16;
SD = 14.643; 18 male and 18 female). 30 of these subjects had also participated in
the industrial HMD study about 8 months before and therefore had some minor
knowledge of HMDs and the tasks.
16 participants were selected for the “direct comparison of subjective strain on both
HMDs” presented at the end of the paper. All these subjects took part in the
industrial HMD study and they were in the Google Glass group of the consumer
HMD study. They were 20-63 years old (M = 38.88; SD = 14.64) and 6 male and 10
female. The unbalanced gender should be no problem as no gender effects showed
up in both studies.
Tasks
In both studies the same task combination had to be done: a dual task paradigm,
weighted by instruction as equally important and both to be handled as fast and
accurate as possible. Subjects had to build up toy cars, given a graphical step by step
instruction based on Lego-Technic, and parallel supervising a monitoring task that
was presented on the peripheral border of the screen (Figure 20).

Figure 20. Work content as presented on the displays. Here from the Google Glass study (as
shown in Wille et al. 2014). On the left side the assembling task based on Lego-Technic. On
the right side the monitoring task with 3 bars and feedback about last confirmed color and
position on top. Monitoring task was always presented on the exterior side of the display. On
the industrial HMD the background was grey and the format was 4:3. The Assembling slides
were fitted to the screen format.
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The assembling task was selected because its sequential, graphical character is in
line with some real life working tasks for instance in maintenance. The former LegoTechnic slides were all fitted to the screen size and some of them were rearranged or
expended with arrows for better visual ergonomics. As a dependent variable the
number of processed slides was used because the slides are comparable regarding
work demand and more complex models just contain more slides. Errors in
assembling were not tolerated and mostly noticed by the participants themselves as
bricks did not fit in later slides and therefore subjects have to step back. In the
industrial HMD study participants built up many different models and every time
they finished one immediately the next one was given, to get about four hours of
continued work. In the consumer HMD study, where only 30 minutes of time were
intended, subjects only had one model which was not finished in this short time.
Here the number of processed slides within 25 minutes was the dependent variable
for performance.
The parallel presented monitoring task consists of two tasks within: on one hand the
three bars changed their colour (red-blue) from time to time and subjects were asked
to confirm this. This type of monitoring task has a visual pop-out effect as some
amount of the screen changes colour at once. On the other hand the bars changed
slowly but continuously and independent from each other their length and subjects
had to confirm each time the position of the longest bar changed within the three
bars. This monitoring task is harder to detect as it got no visual pop-out. All these
variations were random based. As seen in a later analysis of data in the industrial
HMD study the colour change happened about every 140 seconds and the change in
position of the longest bar every 95 seconds. While in the consumer HMD study the
colour change happened about every 106 seconds and length change every 94
seconds.
Apparatus and interaction
In the first study HMD and Tablet-PC were industrial products. Those products
which are mainly used in industrial environment are more robust and have higher
tolerances regarding humidity and temperature. Furthermore the accumulator mostly
holds longer than on consumer products. The MAVUS-HMD from the Heitec
company is a monocular look-around display with a resolution of 800 x 600 pixels
(figure 3, left). The technique is fixed to a head carrier which includes a front
camera and a headset. But camera and headset had no function during the study,
while in industrial applications they are provided for communication. The head
carrier including all technology weighted 380 grams and was cable connected with a
vest including the radio technology for the transmission of data and the accumulator
for power supply. As Tablet-PC the CL900 by Motion was used with a screen size
of 10`` and weight of 950 grams. To ensure that representation of the work content
was comparable, only a window of 800 x 600 pixels was shown and the rest of the
area was covered. In this study all interactions on both devices - switching the
construction slides forward and backward and confirming the monitoring tasks took place via a converted number pad.
In the Google Glass replication study HMD and Tablet-PC were consumer devices.
These are mostly a bit lighter and fancy but also less robust and have less tolerance
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concerning humidity and temperature. Furthermore the accumulator often has less
power: On Google Glass for instance, which is designed for micro interactions of
only a few seconds, the battery will keep up less than one hour if continuous
information is displayed (like in our setup). However, those consumer products may
give an idea of how products for work situations might look very soon. Google
Glass is a 640 x 360 pixel see-through display mounted on a spectacle frame
weighting 50 grams (figure 3, right). It was connected to a battery extension pack to
enable continuous displaying of information for about 2 hours. The Tablet-PC was a
Samsung Galaxy SM-T210 with a resolution of 1024 x 600, a screen size of 17.8 cm
(7’’) and a weight of 300 grams. In this second study all interactions on Google
Glass were done by speech commands and all interactions on the Tablet-PC were
done by touch. Speech commands were: “next slide” and “previous” for changing
the assembling slides and “bar changed” for both monitoring tasks. On Google Glass
an additional zoom function was given by saying “zoom image” that enlarge the
assembling image twice while the presented part was chosen with head movement
measured by internal sensors. To shrink the image the speech command “scale
down” was used. On the Tablet-PC a swipe to the left opened next slide and a swipe
to the right the previous slide. A double tap (anywhere on the screen) was used as
confirmation in the monitoring tasks. On the Tablet-PC no zoom function was given.

Figure 21. The used Head-Mounted Displays. Left: MAVUS-HMD. Right: Google Glass.

Dependent Variables
In both studies some dependent variables were collected at same timestamps (figure
1). The NASA-TLX (Hart & Staveland, 1988) as a well-known subjective strain
questionnaire after 2 hours (and after 4 hours in the industrial HMD study). The
Rating Scale of Mental Effort (RSME, Zijlstra, 1993) was collected every 30
minutes in both studies. Subjects were introduced in this scale before the experiment
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started and collection was done during the work process. The Visual Fatigue
Questionnaire (VFQ, Bangor, 2000) is a questionnaire with 16 items about visual
fatigue like “irritated/burning eyes”, “difficulties to see sharp”, but also asks for
headache, neck pain and mental fatigue and let subjects rate all items on a 10 point
scale. This questionnaire was collected before the beginning (to investigate the
individual initial position) and after each hour at the beginning of the breaks. The
performance in the assembling task was characterised by the number of processed
slides within the experiment time. In the monitoring tasks the hit rate (percentage of
appropriate reactions to stimuli) and the reaction time of appropriate reactions were
dependent variables.
Results
In this section the main results of both studies are presented and compared. For a
more detailed analysis please refer to the original papers or the upcoming project
report (German language). Furthermore some of the effects slightly differ in amount
from the original papers. For the consumer HMD study this is based on the full
sample (N=36) now, while the paper had only 20 subjects in the on-going study at
that time. For the industrial HMD study complexity was reduced for this
comparison: Only performance of the second HMD session is reported here (to
counteract possible habituation during first HMD session) and in the monitoring task
only trials with given feedback were reported. In original study feedback was a
factor and only given in half of the trials. Age of subjects as factor was also cut here
as the sample size for the direct comparison (N=16) is too small for another factor
and same subjects are analysed with same age distribution.
Construction task
Both studies show that with the HMD less assembling slides were done in same time
compared to the Tablet-PC. In the industrial HMD study during the 4 hours in mean
129 slides were done with HMD and 158 slides with Tablet-PC. This significant
effect [F(1, 40) = 25.944, p < .001] means that 22.5 % more slides were conducted
with the Tablet-PC. It is worth noting that for the comparison the second trial with
HMD was used, where subjects had before another 4 hour session with HMD to get
some habituation. In the consumer HMD study during the 25 minutes in mean 17.1
slides were done with the HMD and 22.9 slides with the Tablet-PC. This also
significant effect [F(1, 35) = 5.725, p = .022] means that 33.9 % more slides were
conducted with the Tablet-PC. Both findings are in line with the longer task
execution time on HMD found by Theis et al. in the study about physiological strain
with HMDs.
Monitoring tasks
In the industrial HMD study no significant difference could be found between
display types [F(1, 40) = 2.583, p = .116] but hit rate on the Tablet-PC was better
than on HMD (figure 4). Furthermore there is a significant effect of task type [F(1,
40) = 89.897, p < .001] indicating better reaction to the colour change task (which
was expectable based on the visual pop-out effect).
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For the consumer HMD study it has to be stated that the hit rate on colour change is
not 100% trust worthy: A hidden process in Android wrote erroneous colour change
events into the results matrix which resulted in an increased number of misses even
though the participant was not able to react. The problem occurred on HMD and
Tablet-PC in the same way and may increase the misses about 10%. This might also
explain why here no effect of task type can be found [F(1, 35) = .108, p = .744]. The
effect of display however becomes significant this time [F(1, 35) = 5.337, p = .027]
with clearly worse hit rates on the HMD. Furthermore, in this study a baseline was
carried out where the monitoring task was conducted as single task (without parallel
assembling) for 5 minutes at the beginning of the second hour (Figure 19). Here a
clear significant effect [F(1, 35) = 18.249, p < .001] was found, proving that reaction
was more accurate during single task than during dual task, which was expectable
too.

Figure 22. Hit rate in both monitoring tasks (colour change and length change) for both
studies. Whiskers represents the 95% Interval.
Table 14. Average reaction time in seconds for the monitoring tasks by display (standard
deviation in parentheses)
Reaction times

MAVUS-HMD

Google Glass

12.9 (8.98)
-

Industrial
Tablet-PC
11.5 (6.65)
-

9.4 (4.84)
3.8 (4.26)

Consumer
Tablet-PC
5.5 (3.56)
1.7 (0.82)

Colour changes
(as single task)
Length changes
(as single task)

20.0 (14.18)
-

16.1 (10.62)
-

9.7 (5.19)
3.1 (3.01)

8.6 (10.15)
3.8 (3.83)

Table 14 shows the reaction times for correct reactions in monitoring tasks for all
displays. If comparing one should keep in mind that the type of interaction was not
the same under all conditions and this might have an influence on reaction time too:
During MAVUS-HMD and industrial Tablet-PC sessions all reactions were done
manually on a converted number pad by pressing buttons. Furthermore here the four
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hour session is the data basis. During the Google Glass session reaction was done by
the speech command “bar changed” and on the consumer Tablet-PC reaction was
done by double tapping on the screen. Furthermore on these two sessions 25 minutes
performance was the data basis.
Results on reaction time show a significant effect in the industrial HMD study
[F(1, 40) = 5.409, p = .025] indicating better reaction times on the industrial TabletPC, but no significant effect in the Google Glass study [F(1, 34) = 1.850, p = .183].
Reaction to colour change was significant faster in both studies [industrial:
F(1, 40) = 23.142, p < .001; consumer: F(1, 34) = 4.247, p = .047] and the consumer
HMD study also shows an expectable significant shorter reaction time for the single
task baseline compared to the dual task [F(1, 34) = 32.364, p < .001].
Direct Comparison of subjective strain with both used HMDs
For subjective strain and visual fatigue parameters a group of participants (N=16) is
used who experienced both HMDs. This is done to encounter individual answering
tendencies which often overlap subjective ratings. The compared conditions are the
second session with MAVUS HMD, the session with industrial Tablet-PC and the
session with Google Glass in the other study.
Results of NASA-TLX show no significant difference this time [F(2, 14) = .961,
p = .406]. In the original studies the HMDs had significant higher scores than the
Tablet-PCs and failing of a significant effect might be based on limited sample size.
Results of RSME show a significant effect of display [F(2, 13) = 10.866, p = .002]
with highest values for the MAVUS HMD, lower values for Google Glass and
lowest values for the Tabet-PC. Furthermore the increase over time becomes
significant [F(3, 12) = 8.254, p = .003], but no interdependency display x time.
Values of the VFQ items are on a low overall level (0-3 on a 10 point scale) but
show in many cases significant higher values for HMDs. For the items “difficulties
to see sharp” [F(2, 14) = 6.668, p = .009] and “irritated / burning eyes”
[F(2, 14) = 3.458, p = .060] the values for Google Glass are even higher after two
hours of continuous use than on the MAVUS HMD, while values for Tablet-PC are
near zero. The increase over time get also significant for both items [F(2, 14) =
10.531, p = .002 and F(2, 14) = 6.350, p = .011]. However, headache [F(2, 13) =
7.003, p = .009] and neck pain [F(2, 13) = 4.357, p = .036] have significantly the
highest values for the MAVUS HMD with the heavier head carrier (means about 2
on a 10 point scale) after two hours while they stay close to zero for Google Glass
and Tablet-PC. The general increase over time gets also significant [headache:
F(2, 13) = 5.153, p = .022 ; neck pain: F(2, 13) = 4.637, p = .030] and also an
interdependency display*time [headache: F(4, 11) = 4.897, p = .016; neck pain:
F(4, 11) = 3.394, p = .049] indicating higher increase over time especially with the
MAVUS HMD. The item “mental fatigue” also shows significant differences
regarding display [F(2, 13) = 6.522, p = .011], an increase over time [F(2, 13) =
8.831, p = .004] and an interdependency display*time [F(4, 11) = 4.447, p = .022]
indicating higher increase over time for both HMDs. While interpreting the alpha
one has to keep in mind that the VFQ has no sum score and therefore theoretically
the critical alpha has to be minimized by diverting .05 with the number of items
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(16), so the new test value for significant effects will be .003 which will make
significant effects very unlikely. On the other hand one might argue that the items of
the VFQ do not necessarily represent the same phenomena as “difficulties to see
sharp” and “headache” can also be independent from each other.
Discussion
In this paper we showed that performance in an assembling task does not profit from
the new and lighter HMD Google Glass. It is even worse. And also reaction to a
monitoring task is worse with the new HMD, as hit rate is now significantly below
the Tablet-PC. One reason for this decrement in performance might be the
monocular decoding of information on HMD, while on Tablet-PC both eyes can be
used. Another possible reason could be that the position of the relevant information
is more peripheral on HMD, while positioning of the Tablet-PC is free to the user.
As Google Glass has a more peripheral position as MAVUS and performance is
worse regarding assembling and monitoring task, this could be a hint that the
positioning is crucial. Furthermore the “see-through” display in Google Glass could
be irritating as subjects see the background slightly through, while MAVUS is a
“look-around” display with no background coming through. However, in the study
participants worked in front of a white wall, so background should not irritate them.
The worse reaction to monitoring task for HMD is true for parallel monitoring while
other information is also presented on that display. But it does not say anything
about pop-up alarms on a blank screen, which would be a complete different setup.
However, for research projects that use an HMD mainly to display critical
information within the field of view, hoping that therefore subjects will react more
accurate to it, our findings are a strong hint to review this thesis.
The direct comparison of both studies has its limitations. Although the same
combination of task was used, they differ in length and also in some other
circumstances that might influence ratings too. But this rare occasion to compare
two different HMDs is worth having a look at it. Although Google Glass has alike
value in items regarding seeing sharp and burning eyes it has significant less values
in headache and neck pain which makes this HMD much more comfortable than the
industrial MAVUS HMD. This is in line with the answers to an interview question
at the end of the study, where all participants prefer Google Glass to the MAVUS
HMD. But in the end we have to say: Google Glass is more comfortable but not
better in performance.
One question remains – as often when experimenting with new technology – to what
amount effects will change or vanish with habituation? As HMDs are new and none
of the subjects was used to work with them, it is quite logical that some decrements
in performance or higher strain ratings are based on that fact rather than on the
technology itself. In the MAVUS study we compared the first and second session
with HMD: The performance stayed the same and also the subjective strain ratings,
but the objective strain parameters of heart rate and heart rate variability showed on
the second HMD session comparable strain as with the Tablet-PC. And habituation
also might take longer than a four hour session. This indicates that we need more
studies experimenting with the use of HMDs not only for half an hour, but for
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prolonged time and even better for weeks or months. As HMDs will find their way
into work places this should be accompanied by further studies in real situations and
over longer periods.
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